mrmrm, it doesn't work yet...
maybe something about the ingredients?

PEACE MACHINE

kill, hate, revenge, blood, death
THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE TO THE MACHINERY OF WAR

There are many alternatives, but rather than dishing out weapons they involve knowing local culture, asking opinions of those most affected, and investing in people.

FACT: Billions are spent on arms that gather dust in hangars or are too dangerous to use. Arms costing further billions are used requiring more billions to pay for security against terrorism, repairing infrastructure and refugees. War can’t end unemployment, poverty, poor education, intolerance or injustice. As climate change creates new conflicts it would be wiser to invest in bringing water and crops to areas than supplying arms.

FACT: The Non Violent Peace Force successfully employs civilians to protect others in places affected by violent conflicts, enabling locals to work out their own answers.

The future needs inspired solutions allying the genius of mathematicians and scientists to that of psychologists and social engineers. We should hear and act upon the ethical recommendations of scientists and engineers who are not funded by the arms industry.

PAS DE SALON DE L’ARMEMENT À PARIS!